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Overview
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Toronto’s Sidewalk Cafés & 
Marketing Areas
• Sidewalk cafés & marketing displays are important to

civic life and private enterprise in Toronto
• Toronto’s economic and population growth results in

more people using our streets and sidewalks
• Sidewalk space balances many demands including:

• walking space for people of all ages and abilities
• cafes and marketing displays
• street furniture, trees and landscaping
• signs and utilities
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
City of Toronto currently has about 720 sidewalk cafés that are permitted, and an estimated 532 additional unpermitted, sidewalk cafés throughout the city.About 250 permitted marketing displays, and an estimated 300 additional unpermitted marketing displays across the city.In addition to being destinations, Toronto’s many sidewalks must support mobility for all sidewalk users, accommodate people of varying ages and abilities, and other uses such as street furniture and utilities.Cafés and marketing areas are typically found along the same streets that have high pedestrian volumes, creating additional use pressures.



Vision & Goals for the by-law harmonization

Safety & Accessibility Vibrancy

Economic Prosperity Design Excellence

To have consistent city-wide standards that reflect the current needs of residents and businesses 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Currently six different by-laws in force which…Creates confusion, frustration and inefficiencies, and limits options for businesses.Our goals are to:address accessibility as the city grows in population density and its ageing populationprovide businesses more café options simplify and update fees as they currently differ greatly and do not match the area’s marketability (e.g., North York higher than Yorkville)No ‘one size fits all’ for sidewalk cafés. Variety and diversity in sidewalk cafés make streets more attractive and interesting, and is an important quality of Toronto’s sidewalk café culture. The harmonization effort is founded on the following objectives:Safety & Accessibility:Provide safe, accessible and comfortable sidewalks for all regardless of age and abilityVibrancy:Balance activity and animation with localized needs for liveabilityEconomic Prosperity:Support businesses and economic growth by providing more design options & a balanced approach Design Excellence:Encourage high quality, well-designed cafés that enhance the public realm and café experience



14 PUBLIC
CONSULTATIONS

Consultation & Engagement 

RESPONSES TO 
OUR ONLINE 
SURVEY

1,240 PUBLIC
COMMENTS

760STAKEHOLDER 
MEETINGS19
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Presentation Notes
Over the past two and a half years, Municipal Licensing and Standards, in conjunction with Transportation Services, has been undertaking a review of existing regulations pertaining to sidewalk cafés, including consultation and engagement with café stakeholders, Business Improvement Areas, members of the public, urban designers, and accessibility stakeholders. Based on the most recent consultation requested in April by the LSC and PWIC, staff received almost 400 comments from the public, and over 1,200 in total over the course of the public engagement.The slide shows the total number of meetings and businesses and people reached over the last two years.



Key findings from consultation and engagement
Support for more design options & flexibility
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this summer’s consultations, we heard positive feedback from both businesses and the public on our proposals for new café types.Businesses like that we are providing more flexibility, such as allowing small café types without a fee or application required.



Key findings from consultation and engagement
Adapt standards to street and neighbourhood characteristics
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also heard that it made sense to adapt our sidewalk standards to local conditions and neighbourhood characteristics. 



Features of the Proposed Harmonization
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Pedestrian movement and accessibility—context is key

• Like Toronto, other cities across Ontario set their own sidewalk
design standards based on local context and needs

• Safety and accessibility are key factors in establishing standards
• The standards in the new harmonized by-law are responsive to

local street and neighbourhood conditions
• Sidewalk widths in the proposal are based on the existing by-

laws which require a 2m or 2.1m minimum for unimpeded
pedestrian movement

• Standard allows for two people to walk side by side and have
enough space for a third person to pass
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Presentation Notes
Large cities in Ontario such as Hamilton, Ottawa and Windsor – all have standards that are greater than the Province’s AODA minimum 1.5 metre pedestrian clearway for the design of public spacesThe 2m or 2.1 m width requirement comes from East York, Etobicoke, Toronto and YorkScarborough does not currently have a by-law allowing sidewalk cafés or marketing



Proposed sidewalk standards based on type of street

1.4m 0.7m
Type of Street Sidewalk Café 

Marketing Displays 
(e.g., flower, fruit or 
vegetable stands)

Local road no less than 1.8 metres no less than 2.2 metres*

Collector or arterial 
road no less than 2.1 metres no less than 2.5 metres*

Downtown Toronto 
– high pedestrian
volume streets

no less than 2.5m where 
the sidewalk is at least 5m 
wide from building face to 
curb face

no less than 2.5m where the 
sidewalk is at least 5m wide
from building face to curb face

*Marketing displays need additional space to accommodate customers shopping at marketing stands.
This requirement is consistent with the Street Vending by-law.
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Presentation Notes
The City has a history of policies and standards with context-sensitive standards.On a local road, there are fewer pedestrians than on a main street, so 1.8 metres is the minimum pedestrian clearway.On major streets such as arterials, we have much higher pedestrian volumes and more people using the sidewalk – whether window-shopping and getting on and off of transit and waiting for transit. Two people, e.g., seniors walking arm-in-arm to support each other, is 1.4m, plus 0.7m for one other person walking the other direction is 2.1m.A person using an assistive device or parent pushing a stroller is 0.9mA person carrying shopping bags is 1.0m1 out of every 5 Torontonians will be a senior in the next several years



Downtown Toronto streets that require wider sidewalks to 
accommodate high pedestrian volumes

• Adelaide Street
• Avenue Road
• Bay Street
• Bloor Street
• Bremner Blvd
• Carlton Street /

College Street
• Dundas Street
• Front Street
• Jarvis Street
• King Street
• Queen Street

• Richmond Street
• Simcoe Street
• Spadina Ave
• St George Street
• Queens Quay
• Yonge Street
• York Street
• University Avenue
• Wellesley Street
• Wellington Street
• York Street

• 2.5 metre pedestrian clearway requirement is only applied
where the sidewalk width is at least 5 metres 11

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At least 2.5 metres is required for certain Downtown Toronto streets to accommodate higher pedestrian volumes This is only applied on street blocks where there is at least 5 metres of sidewalk width (from building face to the curb face)Other jurisdictions like New York City and Seattle require a similar minimum and go further to only allow sidewalk cafés to take up 50 per cent of the sidewalk whenever the sidewalks are wider than 5 metres. In NYC or Seattle, this means a 3 metre clearway if the sidewalk is 6 metres.This list of streets was presented in the consultations held this summer. Feedback supported adding a few others that have high pedestrian volumes and also street blocks where there may be 5 metres or greater: such as Bremner, Simcoe and York by the Air Canada Centre, Wellesley (east of Yonge St).We also received feedback that residents wanted wider pedestrian clearways in other city centres like Yonge and Eglinton, and North York Civic Centre, but we have proposed to just start with Downtown Toronto.



Accessibility improvements

• Accessible entrance
• Existing rules require a 1m metre minimum width to the

permit area for access by persons with disabilities
• White cane-detectable features for the visually-impaired for

fencing and planters
• A lower rail that a white cane can tap against
• Planters that are closely spaced so that a white cane

can detect the base of the planters
• Fencing or cane-detectable planters will be required only

on arterials and collectors where pedestrian volumes
are higher and navigation for people with low or no vision
is more challenging. 12

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To respond to concerns from people with low vision and no vision, we are proposing an approach based on street type again.White cane-detectable fencing or planters are required on arterials and collectors, where there are more people and obstacles and it’s harder for the vision impaired to navigate the sidewalk.What is a white cane-detectable feature? A white cane is tapped and swept along the ground to help the vision impaired find their way.Having a lower rail for a fence – at ankle height – is a cane-detectable feature and most fences have a lower rail.A planter that comes down to ground level is cane-detectable and that are not spaced too widely apart so that a cane might miss detecting it.A rope between stanchions is not white cane-detectable



Improved design for the pedestrian clearway
No Sharp Turns in the Pedestrian Path – Maximum 20 degree Change in Path
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The proposed by-law will also provide greater clarity on how to measure the pedestrian clearway, such as not having sharp turns in the pedestrian path.We arrived at 20 degrees from reviewing appeals that were approved by Community Councils where the change in path was around 20 degrees and found to be acceptable by Community Council.Having a completely straight pedestrian path along an entire street block is extremely difficult to achieve unless the entire block is being redeveloped and reconstructed.[Note for Q&A: Easy to measure – permit applicants need to provide their site plan with the clearway to each side of their patio. Take mid-points, draw a line to connect them, and use a protractor to see the change in path.]



Reducing impacts of accessibility 
requirements on existing permit holders

• Existing permit holders can continue to operate under the
pedestrian clearway and fencing requirements of their
original agreement with the City until the earlier of the
following:

• Time of permit transfer (e.g., change in owner) or

• Permit expiry date in 2025 the year in which the
AODA aims to achieve accessibility for Ontarians
with disabilities
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To reduce the impacts of the design requirements on existing permit holders, they can continue to operate as they are under their original agreement with the City until the earlier of:Time of permit transfer – such as when there is a change in owner, orPermit expiry date in 2025 the year in which the AODA envisions achieving accessibility for Ontarians with disabilities Gives 8 years for permit holders to transition



Design support & funding for existing permit holders

• City will provide design support and funding to help
existing permit holders meet proposed clearway standards

• Funds may be used to relocate or modify street elements
such as bike rings, add walkable tree grates, or re-size
street furniture

• Budget of $450,000 is allocated for 150 locations over
two years

• The priority for this support will be focused on main street
locations with less than 1.5 metres (AODA provincial
minimum) of clearway
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition, to support businesses, the city will provide design assistance and funding to improve the pedestrian clearway where it most needs improving – on main streets where there is less than 1.5 metres of clearwayIn such cases, funds may be used to potentially relocate or modify street elements such as relocating bike rings, adding walkable tree grates or resizing waste bins or benches. Staff will also assist businesses to consider how to take advantage of new café types.A budget of $450,000 is allocated for about 150 locations over two years.We intend to report back in 2020 on the progress.



New Café & New Marketing Types
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New Small Café Types & Small Frontage Marketing Display 

• No fee and no permit required for small frontage café, small marketing display
and small curbside standing café
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The proposed harmonized by-law will expand the opportunities available to businesses.No fee and no permit for NEW small café types – small frontage where you have a couple tables and chairs, or a bench such at an ice cream parlour or café 0.8 metres deep allows for this kind of seating5.5 metres in length is the typical store front lengthanything larger will take up much more space and require a permit to review its impacts on the public sidewalk and to be fair to other businesses –should pay a permit feesmall curbside standing café – where someone can stand and have an espresso while using their smart phones or chatting with a friend.Needs to be within the space of a furnishing and planting zone Needs to meet dimensions in the by-law so that it is “considered small” and not obstruct sightlines or take up too much space in the furnishing and planting zone 



New Café Types (11 new options for businesses)

• Curbside cafés occupy the furnishing and planting zone by the curb
• A frontage and curbside split café creates two areas bisected by the pedestrian clearway
• Other new options include an extended frontage, curbside or parklet café, or extended

frontage marketing display
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
New café options increase flexibility for businesses to enhance the café experience.Other opportunities (not depicted here) include an extended frontage, curbside or parklet café or frontage marketing display. Where a permit holder may be permitted to extend their permit area across the front of an adjacent establishment if their permission is provided in writing with the permit application.



New Café Types (11 new options for businesses)

• Parklet cafés convert a permanent parking space to an outdoor café space for customers
• Public parklets expand public space for people to sit and enjoy and are sponsored and

maintained by organizations for public use
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similar to other jurisdictions in North America and elsewhere, parklets may be permitted if certain safety and design conditions are met.They work best where sidewalk space is constrained and there are permanent parking spaces, with no time-based restrictions, that could be converted to outdoor café space.Parklet cafés involve the conversion of a permanent parking space to an outdoor café space for the café customers.Public parklets will also be allowed as a way to expand public space for people to sit and enjoy and are sponsored and maintained by organizations for public use.(all of the design standards are comparable to other North American / NACTO jurisdictions that have curbside and parklets – and we had input from our District traffic operations staff for a safety lens)



New Café Types (11 new options for businesses)

Temporary year-round café 
enclosures animate streets 
throughout the year

Retractable cafés where a café pulls back their café 
elements during the morning peak when the café is not 
in operation to provide more space for pedestrians 
walking to get to work or school
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The existing by-law does not permit a temporary enclosed café to operate from Nov 1 to Apr which misses an opportunity to animate the street year-round.The proposed by-law will change this and allow temporary year-round café enclosures under a set of conditions, such as:only on local roads, a minimum 2.5m pedestrian clearway (accounts for snow) and compliance with Ontario Building Code and Ontario Fire Code. A retractable café is another new option that may be suited to high volume pedestrian streets in the Downtownwhere during morning peak hours – a wider pedestrian clearway is desirable, and the café elements are retracted and stacked neatly against the buildingduring the restaurant’s hours of operation such as 10am to business close, the minimum 2.1m is provided.



Marketing Displays (e.g., fruit & vegetables, flowers & plants, or other goods)

• More flexible standards for materials used in temporary
marketing displays

• Temporary marketing enclosures (with roof, side panels
and sometimes heating/plumbing) will no longer be
permitted (existing locations will be grandfathered)

• Prohibit overnight storage of merchandise on public
sidewalks of arterial roads to reduce clutter
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For marketing displays – which sell goods such as flowers, fruit and vegetables, the proposed bylaw will:Be more flexible and not require specific materials that must be used in the display stands - existing by-laws, e.g., Chapter 313 s.313-35(B)(3) required approval of materials and specified that display stands be constructed of wood with epoxy resin paint, stainless steel, galvanized metal, plastic fibreglass, aluminum or steel with baked enamel finish etc.)No new temporary marketing enclosures will be allowed. Such enclosures have a roof, side panels and sometimes healing and plumbingExisting temporary marketing enclosures  will be grandparented (only about 12 permitted locations citywide)Overnight storage will be prohibited to reduce clutter on the public sidewalks



Permit & Operations
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Application & Review Process

• Setting standards for submission requirements to facilitate
application review

• Expanding public notification to 21 days (from 14 days) for all
locations

• Residents living within a 60 metre radius will receive public
notification for cafes being proposed on local roads

• Providing residents with 21 days to submit comments or
objections through email or post mail

• More than 1 objection, triggers a refusal of application
• Applicants can appeal to Community Council
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Delegation of Authority for Specific Design Standards

• Recommend that appeals related to pedestrian clearway
requirements and the safety and design requirements of public
parklets or parklet cafés be heard, reviewed and decided by the
General Manager, Transportation Services

• A staff working group including representation from Economic
Development & Culture and City Planning can be consulted by the
General Manager when reviewing such appeals

• Allow for the consistent application of pedestrian clearway and
parklet requirements across the city
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Community Council and Appeals

Community Councils will continue to hear, review and make final decisions on appeals to 
application refusals due to:
• Councillor objection
• Public objections
• Non-compliance with other by-law requirements not related to the pedestrian clearway

Community Councils will also continue to review and change permit conditions such as operating 
hours for café locations.
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Permit Operations

• Permit to be posted on premises
• Seasonal operation dates that coincide with the

city’s snow clearing operations (Nov 15 to Apr 14)
• Continued restrictions on amplified sound and

operating hours on local roads
• 30-metre separation distance to residential zones

(new applicants only)
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Enhanced Enforcement

• Authority to seize and remove goods or café elements for
enforcement of problematic locations in extreme cases

• Authority to refer nuisance locations to Community Councils for
review of operating hours and permit conditions

• Authority to suspend and cancel permits under specific
conditions i.e. non-payment of fees

• Permit suspension or reduction/relocation of permit area
possible if permit area is deemed unsafe or a public risk

• New fines under the City of Toronto Act, 2006 with higher
maximum fines
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Fees
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Reduction of Fees in Response to Feedback
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New Fee Zones

Two simplified fee zones (currently 7):

Central Zone
• Within blue line
• Higher permit fees apply in the Central Zone
• Aligns with TOcore and Official Plan

Outer Zone
• Everywhere else outside of the blue line
• Lower permit fees
• Majority (~65%) of cafes & displays are in this zone
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Presentation Notes
Central Zone aligns with Official Plan’s boundaries for Downtown Toronto



Proposed Fees

Type of Permit

Proposed Fee 
Zone

Sidewalk Café 
($/m2/year)

Marketing Display 
($/m2/year)

Small Café or 
Marketing Display

Year-round Enclosed Café 
($/m2/year)**

Parklet Café*
($/month)

Central Zone $88.31 $62.65 $0 $133.00 $931

Outer Zone $44.14 $38.12 $0 $66.50 $596

** Higher permit fee reflect the ability to operate year-round

* the proposed parklet café permit fees are based on the average size of a TPA parking
stall, which is 14.3 m2

Application fee for new applicants (one-time) $1,131.80
Application fee for permit transfers $676.27
Fee for tree planting (one-time, where applicable) $1,300
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Proposed Implementation of Permit Fees

• Proposed fees would remain unchanged through to 2028
• Any decreases would take effect immediately
• Any increase to existing permit holders would be phased in equally over this 10-year

period, no inflation

Total permit fee for average sidewalk 
café 

(29 m2)

Total permit fee for average marketing 
display
(18m2)

Average annual
increase for the next 
10 years

$63/year $10/year
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Presentation Notes
One-time application fee is now about $200 less.No fees for small café and marketing types.



Proposed Implementation of Permit Fees cont…

• 65% of sidewalk cafes and marketing displays with permits are located in the Outer Zone  where
lower fees apply

• Sidewalk café permit holders in North York will have a reduction of annual permit fees from
$114.12/m2  to $44.12/m2
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Existing Permit Holders and Harmonized Bylaw

• Can continue to operate under the terms of their original agreement with
the City as it pertains to:

• Minimum separation distances to street furniture and utilities
• Separation from residential zones and visual screen requirements
• Operating hours
• Temporary year-round café enclosures
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Implementation

• As of May 1, 2018 – all new permit
applicants must meet the harmonized
by-law requirements and pay new
permit fees

• Report back in 2020 with an update
on progress and a proposed 5 year
work plan to 2025
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